Different looping activation mechanisms make no difference in terms of noise. In terms of modeling, these three models mathematically only differ in how each binding configuration is grouped and how large is the activation level of each group (acti and i
P
in one looping orientation, unaffected by OL3 occupation.
In terms of modeling, these three models mathematically only differ in how each binding configuration is grouped and how large is the activation level of each group (acti and i A in Equation (3)). We tried all three to examine the effects of DNA looping on system noise. Results show that there is no obvious distinction among them in term of mean CI expression level except when binding energy of OL1 is being varied. As for noise strength, results of the three mechanisms are almost the same. When binding energy of OL1 is changed to as same as that of a NSB site (dashed blue lines in Figure S1 , -4.1 Kcal/mol), mean CI expression level is different in the three models. Explanation comes from different regulation mechanisms. AY's Looped Octamer Model is actually symmetrical for OL1 and OL3, thus mutating OL1 reaches the same expression level as mutating OL3. AY's UP Model assumes that looping activates RM P even when OL1 is muted. CM's UP Model shows that looping is a little inhibitive to RM P when UP element is not working. Results from mutating OL1 represent differences in mechanisms in three models. As for noise, results show that it is independent of looping activation mechanisms in three different models.
Text S2
Derivation on the stochastic cell growth model SDE when considering stochastic cell growth only Let V(t) be the average volume of the cell population at time t, is the cell growth rate and is the stochastic factor, W(t) refers to Wiener process.
Take the assumption that total particle numbers are invariable in time period dt and x(t) refers to particle concentration here,
To show how the average volume of the cell population changes after small time step dt,
Then we have
Thus, we get the stochastic term which represents the noise generated by the variation of cell growth rate:
Parameter estimation
In order to estimate parameter and with the known cell cycle mean value, we make the following derivation. 
